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Scope of Audit

Audit Observations
and Conclusions

Executive Summary

Division Of Housing And Community Renewal
Vacancy Losses And Tenant Accounts Receivable At
Mitchell-Lama Projects

The New York State Division of Housing and Community Renewal
(DHCR) is charged by statute with formulating State policy for housing
development and financing, maintaining the State’s low and middle-income
housing stock, and providing technical assistance to communities for
housing and community revitalization.  DHCR’s responsibilities include
supervision of the State-financed Mitchell-Lama middle-income housing
projects (projects), each of which is operated by a housing company
(company).  In January 1997, DHCR was responsible for 242 such
projects containing 94,670 housing units.  Of these, 133 were financed
with bonds issued through the New York State Housing Finance Agency
(HFA) and the New York State Housing Loan Fund (SLF).  The other
109 were financed by New York State Urban Development Corporation
(UDC) bonds. The gross scheduled annual rental income for the 242
projects was $629 million, according to figures reported as of December
31, 1995, and March 31, 1996 (the latest available data from DHCR at
the time of our audit).  In January 1997, DHCR had 1,062 employees,
with 154 assigned to the housing program.  Of DHCR’s total budget of
$60 million for 1996-97, the housing program was allocated $11 million.

Our audit addressed the following questions about rent collections by
Mitchell-Lama housing companies for the period of January 1, 1993 to
June 30, 1997 with follow-up on certain matters pertaining to the use of
the Jamaica Hospital Staff Housing Project extending until May 6, 1998.

! Have the companies maximized rent collections and minimized
vacancy losses?

! Have DHCR housing representatives and staff accountants
monitored the rent-collection process adequately?

! How has the failure by some companies to collect full rent from
project tenants affected the payment of debt service and the
funding of replacement reserves?

!

We found that DHCR officials need to strengthen controls for document-
ing projects with rent-collection problems.  They do not summarize data
on rent collections for the projects; nor do they use standards to identify
problem projects.  Instead, they often rely on the judgment of staff



Comments of
DHCR Officials

accountants and housing representatives to identify projects that require
follow-up.  Our review of DHCR’s monitoring reports for the projects
with the worst rent-collection problems indicated that DHCR housing
representatives did not always maintain documentation either identifying
these problems or recommending further action to address them.

According to the standards set by the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) for Federally-funded housing, losses resulting
from vacancies or unpaid rents are considered excessive if they exceed 7
percent or 6 percent, respectively, of the project’s gross scheduled rents.
By those standards, the losses suffered recently by some of DHCR’s
projects would be quite excessive.  For example, according to figures
reported for DHCR’s 242 projects in March 1997, an estimated $26.9
million of the $53.4 million in gross tenant accounts receivable was
uncollectible.  Nearly one-fifth of the projects (48) had reported vacancy
losses that were higher than 7 percent.  HUD’s 6 percent standard for
tenant accounts receivable was exceeded at 62 (25.6 percent) of the 242
projects.  In addition, 12 of these projects had exceeded both parameters.
(See pp. 4-7)

We found that vacancy problems occur primarily at projects located in
upstate regions of the State where business closings and job losses have
had a negative effect on the local economy.  On the other hand, the tenant
accounts receivable problem is more prevalent downstate in the New York
City area, where its frequency further contributes to inadequate debt
service and funding of the project replacement reserves.  For example, the
ten New York City projects with the highest accounts receivable during
our audit period were owed total amounts that ranged from 25.6 percent
to 232.5 percent of their gross scheduled annual rent. (See pp. 8-13)

The project with the largest accounts receivable balance, Jamaica Hospital
Staff Housing, was not being used for housing purposes.  Rather, the
building has been completely converted to office space and is being used
by Jamaica Hospital for doctors’ and business offices.  This use is
inconsistent with the designed purposes of Mitchell-Lama housing projects.
We were unable to ascertain if DHCR approved this conversion. (See pp.
13-14)

DHCR officials do not specifically address most of our recommendations.
Rather, they indicate general disagreement with the need for formalized
performance criteria and summary reporting and general agreement with
the need for improved documentation as discussed in the recommenda-
tions.  DHCR officials do specify that they plan to review the Jamaica
Hospital matter and to take appropriate actions as recommended.
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Background

Introduction

The New York State Division of Housing and Community Renewal
(DHCR) is responsible for formulating the State’s policy on housing
development and financing, maintaining the State’s low and middle-income
housing stock, and providing technical assistance to communities in
matters of housing and community revitalization.  DHCR’s responsibilities
include supervision of the State-financed Mitchell-Lama middle-income
housing projects (projects) each of which is operated by a housing
company (company) responsible for management of the projects.  In
January 1997, DHCR was responsible for 242 such projects containing
94,670 housing units.  Of these projects, 133 were financed with bonds
issued through the New York State Housing Finance Agency (HFA) and
New York State Housing Loan Fund (SLF).  The other 109 were financed
by New York State Urban Development Corporation (UDC) bonds.  The
gross scheduled annual rental income for the 242 projects was $629
million according to figures reported as of December 31, 1995 and March
31, 1996, the latest available data from DHCR at the time of our audit.

In January 1997, DHCR had 1,062 employees, with 154 assigned to the
housing program.  Of DHCR’s total budget of $60 million for 1996-97,
the housing program was allocated $11 million.

DHCR’s Housing Audits and Accounts Bureau (Housing Bureau) is
responsible for the review and approval of the company budgets that are
used in determining project rental rates.  The Housing Bureau also
establishes and monitors escrow and reserve requirements to ensure that
funds will be available to cover operating expenses and future replacement
needs.  In addition, Housing Bureau staff are supposed to analyze
projects’ annual financial statements, note any unusual items, and
recommend follow-up action to be taken by DHCR’s Housing Manage-
ment Bureau (Management Bureau).

According to DHCR’s Management Representative Guidelines for
Evaluation of Project Operations (Guidelines), the main responsibility of
a Management Bureau housing representative is to supervise and evaluate
the management of the projects and to recommend improvements and
corrections for any deficiencies noted.  The Guidelines further state that
DHCR management should address the Management Bureau’s recommen-
dations and correct any inefficiency, noncompliance, or failure to meet
acceptable standards.  These representatives are supposed to make annual
reviews covering 11 areas of operation for financially-stable projects and
17 areas for financially-troubled projects.  The areas to be reviewed
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Audit Scope,
Objectives, and
Methodology

include fiscal and budget, accounts receivable, tenant selection, and rental
income.  The review of accounts receivable is to include write-offs, while
the tenant selection review should cover vacancies and vacancy losses.  In
addition, some companies hire a managing agent for the day-to-day
operation of a project. According to DHCR procedures, Management
Bureau staff evaluate the performance of such managing agents every two
years. 

We audited DHCR’s monitoring of rent collections at Mitchell-Lama
projects for the period January 1, 1993 through June 30, 1997 with
follow-up on certain matters pertaining to the use of the Jamaica Hospital
Staff Housing Project extending until May 6, 1998.  One objective of our
performance audit was to determine whether the companies had maximized
rent collections and minimized vacancy losses. Another objective was to
assess the adequacy of DHCR’s monitoring of rent collections and vacancy
losses.  We also sought to determine whether companies’ failure to collect
full rent from project tenants had affected the payment of debt service or
the funding of replacement reserves.  To accomplish these objectives, we
reviewed applicable laws; DHCR policies and procedures; and the New
York State Codes, Rules, and Regulations (Code).  We also interviewed
employees of DHCR, the Housing Finance Agency, and the Mortgage
Loan and Enforcement Corporation; as well as company staff.  In
addition, we reviewed DHCR and company records. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards.  Such standards require that we plan and perform our
audit to adequately assess those operations of DHCR which are included
within the audit scope.  Further, these standards require that we under-
stand DHCR’s internal control structures and their compliance with those
laws, rules and regulations that are relevant to those operations which are
included in our audit scope.  An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting transactions recorded in the accounting and operating
records and applying such other auditing procedures as we consider
necessary in the circumstances.  An audit also includes assessing the
estimates, judgments, and decisions made my management.  We believe
our audit provides a reasonable basis for our findings, conclusions and
recommendations. 

We use a risk based approach when selecting activities to be audited.
This approach focuses our audit efforts on those operations that have been
identified through a preliminary survey as having the greatest probability
for needing improvement.  Consequently, by design, finite audit resources
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Response of DHCR
Officials to Audit

are used to identify where and how improvements can be made.  Thus,
little audit effort is devoted to reviewing operations that may be relatively
efficient or effective.  As a result, our audit reports are prepared on an
“exception basis.”  This report, therefore, highlights those areas needing
improvement and does not address activities that may be functioning
properly. 

A draft copy of this report was provided to DHCR officials for their
review and comment.  Their comments have been considered in preparing
this report and are included in Appendix B.

Within 90 days after final release of this report, as required by Section
170 of the Executive Law, the Commissioner of the Division of Housing
and Community Renewal shall report to the Governor, the State Comptrol-
ler, and the leaders of the Legislature and fiscal committees, advising what
steps were taken to implement the recommendations contained herein, and
where recommendations were not implemented, the reasons therefor.
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Performance Criteria and Reporting

Two problems persist at DHCR-supervised Mitchell-Lama projects:  late
rental payments, and vacant apartments for which no rent can be collected.
To adequately monitor project operations in these problem areas, DHCR’s
Housing Bureau should have criteria for determining excessive vacancy
losses and excessive tenant accounts receivable.  According to the United
States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), vacancy
losses for Federally-funded housing are excessive if such losses exceed 7
percent of gross scheduled rents.  HUD considers tenant accounts
receivable to be excessive if such receivable amounts exceed 6 percent of
gross scheduled rents.  

We found that the Housing Bureau has no established criteria for
determining either excessive vacancy losses or excessive tenant accounts
receivable.  Instead, DHCR staff rely on the judgments of Housing Bureau
staff to identify projects with vacancy and rent-collection problems.
DHCR officials stated that they did not believe that the criteria we
suggested is necessary for effective oversight.

To better monitor project operations, DHCR management should prepare
summary reports on the projects regarding rent collections, vacancy
losses, and tenant accounts receivable.  Although DHCR receives annual
financial statements for all of its projects, the statements do not summarize
the data on rent collections.  Such a summary would help DHCR
determine which projects have unacceptable vacancy losses or tenant
accounts receivable.  The decision to refer a project to management for
special attention is made at the discretion of each representative and the
staff accountants.  Since representatives are responsible for an average of
13 projects, and may not be familiar with statistics from projects for
which they are not personally responsible, this is not a reliable method of
determining which projects should be referred for additional action.

We believe that, without the performance criteria, it is difficult to
establish, summarize, and report projects that have excessive vacancy
losses and tenant accounts receivable.  Rent collection shortfalls may not
be identified in a timely manner and necessary follow-up may not take
place.  As a result, there is increased risk that projects may not have
revenues to pay for mortgages, to fund reserve requirements, or to cover
operating expenses.
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DHCR Response to Audit: DHCR officials respond that our report
erroneously states that without such a system (one with formal, docu-
mented, and uniformly applied criteria), DHCR can not adequately
monitor the Mitchell-Lama developments.  In addition, DHCR contends
that the report inaccurately assumes that performance criteria are essential
to resolving the issues facing Mitchell-Lama housing in distressed areas.
DHCR officials explain that the difficulty is not with the identification of
problems, but with what DHCR can do, within available resources, to
remedy the situations.  In responding, DHCR officials also stated that the
auditors did not present any findings supporting any relationship between
the lack of formal classification systems and the existence of the vacancy
rates and accounts receivable at sampled sites. 

Auditor Comments: Our report neither states that DHCR can not monitor
Mitchell-Lama developments without a system of formally documented and
uniformly applied criteria nor implies that such a system is essential to
resolving the issues facing Mitchell-Lama developments.  As indicated in
the text of the report, our conclusions are that such a system is needed to
adequately monitor operations and to make monitoring less difficult.  We
recognize that to remedy the situations requires a proper allocation of
DHCR resources.  While we have no findings correlating the vacancy
rates and accounts receivable with the lack of a formal classification
system, it is our opinion that more formalized techniques are necessary
and should help DHCR to monitor these situations and to make resource
allocation decisions with respect to correcting them.    

We reviewed and summarized project vacancy losses and tenant accounts
receivable by examining financial statements for all 242 projects.  We
found that vacancy losses totaled $26.8 million out of the potential total
rental income of $629 million, according to figures reported December 31,
1995 and March 31, 1996.  Gross tenant accounts receivable as of March
31, 1997, totaled $53.4 million with $26.9 million estimated as
uncollectible.  Of the 242 projects, 48 (19.8 percent) had vacancy losses
exceeding the 7 percent standard used by HUD and 62 (25.6 percent) had
tenant accounts receivable exceeding HUD’s 6 percent standard.  In
addition, 12 (5 percent) of the 242 projects exceeded both of the HUD
criteria.  These conditions indicate that rent collections are not being
maximized and vacancy losses are not being minimized.  DHCR did not
provide us with written support that these conditions had been identified
formally as part of a plan of corrective actions that needed to be pursued.

The need for performance criteria to focus attention on rent collections
and vacancy losses has added significance because many of the projects
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that have not collected the amount of rent that they are owed are also not
repaying their State-financed loans; in fact, they are taking additional
loans.  Overall, for the UDC-funded projects, outstanding debt is higher
than it was when the projects were first built.  The original mortgage
loans for the 109 UDC-funded projects totaled $1.138 billion.  As of
August 31, 1996, the outstanding debt to the State had risen 30 percent
to $1.48 billion.  Arrearage notes totaling $206 million were issued for
55 projects to cover unpaid interest costs.  Another $166 million in
interest is outstanding from 79 projects.  Of the 109 UDC-funded
projects, there are 39 for which none of the principal on the original loans
has been repaid.  For some of these projects, this condition has existed
for as long as 26 years.  Of the 109 UDC projects, 89 had past-due debt
service, as of December 1996, totaling $294 million. 

Most UDC projects are also not funding their replacement reserves
adequately.  Without adequate reserves, the projects will not be able to
pay for future repairs and replacements.  To keep the projects in a safe
and sanitary condition, the companies may need to call upon the State for
financial assistance at some point.  According to information from the
New York State Mortgage Loan and Enforcement Corporation, the 109
UDC projects had a total receivable amount for replacement reserves of
$22.7 million, as of December 15, 1996, about 36 percent of the $62.9
million that was needed to fund reserves.  Of the 109 UDC projects, 94
were more than one month late in funding replacement reserves. 

The total value of the original loans for the 133 HFA and SLF projects
was $1.66 billion.  As of December 31, 1996, six of these projects owe
past due debt service totaling $162.3 million.  Of this total, overdue
principal was $48.3 million, overdue interest was $104.4 million and
cumulative fees in arrearage were $9.6 million. 

DHCR officials pointed out that formalizing a ranking system for projects
with problems was also the subject of an DHCR internal audit recommen-
dation issued in May 1997.  The recommendation called for a risk-based
model for establishing different levels of scrutiny for a project to receive
during the budget rent determination process (BRD).  In addition, DHCR
officials noted that the BRD process is supposed to assess operational
issues including collections and vacancy rates every time rents are set.  In
this regard, DHCR views BRD as the key process for addressing our
audit observations.
While we recognize the BRD process as affording DHCR a key opportu-
nity to review vacancy losses and tenant accounts receivable, it should be
noted that the BRD process is performed biannually for each individual
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Recommendations

1. Establish formal criteria and guidance for identifying projects
with excessive vacancy losses and excessive tenant accounts
receivable.

2. Prepare summary reports on rent-collection activity at State-
funded housing projects.  Update them periodically.

project at different points in time.  Also, its main purpose is to establish
a budget for each project and a schedule of tenant rents.  The determina-
tion of the budget for vacancy losses, for example, is just one of multiple
budget items considered during the BRD process.  However, if vacancy
loss and tenant accounts receivable performance criteria, summary
reporting and risk ranking can be implemented into the BRD process, this
may be an acceptable way of strengthening BRD control and giving the
system wide attention to these issues as our report indicates is necessary.

DHCR Response to Audit: The response of DHCR officials acknowledges
that the vacancy and rent collection problems impact on the ability to pay
debt service and fund replacement reserves.
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Vacancy Losses

Monitoring 
In accordance with DHCR procedures, Housing Bureau staff should be
analyzing annual financial statements from the projects in a timely manner
to note unusual items such as excessive vacancy losses and excessive
tenant accounts receivable.  Management Bureau staff should also be
conducting and documenting the results of project visits that staff perform
to examine operations.  These visits should produce recommended
improvements over such areas as vacancy losses and tenants accounts
receivable.  However, based upon our review of DHCR records for the
ten projects which we determined had the highest vacancy losses and the
highest tenants accounts receivable, we concluded that both the Housing
and Management bureaus often did not comply with required procedures.
Our determinations of projects with the highest vacancy losses and the
highest tenant accounts receivable was based upon the most current project
financial data available at DHCR during January 1997.  We expressed
vacancy losses and tenant accounts receivable as a percentage of gross
scheduled rents to identify our ranking of projects.

The ten projects shown in the chart below had the highest percentages of
vacancy losses in terms of gross scheduled rent. 

Project Location Rent Loss Percent Ended

Gross Vacancy
Scheduled Vacancy Loss Year 

UDC-40 Rome $414,072  $259,902   62.8%  12/31/95

UDC-23 Rome $723,720  $426,567   58.9  12/31/95

UDC-140 Clyde- $709,066  $407,629   57.5  12/31/94
Lyons

UDC-281 Utica $1,048,848  $450,451   42.9  12/31/95

UDC-38 Niagara $1,011,520  $349,829   34.6  12/31/95
Falls

UDC-20 Syracuse $936,000  $317,154   33.9  12/31/95

UDC-43 Syracuse $2,017,512  $638,307   31.6  12/31/95

UDC-81 Rome $404,868  $119,421   29.5   6/30/96

UDC-141 Albany $918,384  $255,125   27.8  12/31/95

UDC-108 Syracuse $936,000  $254,136   27.2  12/31/95
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The vacancy loss percentages shown in the preceding chart are signifi-
cantly in excess of the 7 percent standard which HUD uses for determin-
ing when vacancy loss percentages are excessive. Our review of Housing
Bureau records pertaining to its financial statement analysis and of
Management Bureau records pertaining to its field visits to the projects
with the highest vacancy loss percentages showed the following:

Housing Bureau (using the ten projects with the highest vacancy losses)

! We requested the analyses for the ten projects.  At the time of our
request, the review was prepared for just four of these projects.
The remaining six analyses were prepared after we requested
them.

 
! Analyses for only three of the projects acknowledged that vacancy

was a problem and two of these analyses were prepared a year
after the statement date.

! For six of the projects, the analyses include only a comparison of
the budgeted to the actual vacancy losses with no additional
comments or observations provided.

! For one project, UDC-140, we noted that the analysis was based
upon dated financial statements.  Follow-up discussions with
DHCR disclosed that vacancy losses at this project have resulted
in so much rental income loss that project management could not
afford to pay a public accountant for certified financial statements
during the last two years.

Management Bureau (using the five projects with the highest vacancy
losses)

! No site visit reports had been prepared for UDC-140 during 1996.

! Four projects had field visit reports which documented a problem
with vacancy losses, but only one of the reports provided any
recommendations for addressing the problem. 

! Evaluation reports of managing agent performance existed for all
five projects, but none contained recommendations for corrective
actions regarding vacancy losses.
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Tenant Accounts
Receivable

Moreover, our analysis indicates that the vacancy loss problem has
become worse over time, as shown in the following chart.

Vacancy Loss 
Percentage

Fiscal Year 

Project Location 1992-93 1995-96 Increase
Percentage

UDC-40 Rome      17.9%    62.8%      44.9%

UDC-23 Rome 26.6  58.9      32.3

UDC-140 Clyde-Lyons 42.4  57.5      15.1

UDC-281 Utica 26.0  42.9      16.9

UDC-38 Niagara Falls 11.3  34.6      23.3

UDC-20 Syracuse 24.7  33.9       9.2

UDC-43 Syracuse 10.2  31.6       21.4

UDC-81 Rome  7.2  29.5       22.3

UDC-141 Albany       15.1  27.8       12.7

UDC-108 Syracuse       12.1  27.2       15.1

Based on interviews we conducted with DHCR staff and project managing
agents and project site staff, we were able to obtain some indications of
the underlying problems that may have been causing these severe vacancy
losses.  For example, vacancy losses in projects located upstate were often
attributed to a poor regional economy and local residential market
conditions.  In particular, we were told that eight of the ten projects lost
tenants when the local United States Griffith Air Force Base in Rome was
closed.  Another reason mentioned for the vacancy problems was potential
tenant impressions that utility costs would be high in apartments heated
with electricity.

The ten projects shown in the following chart have the highest accounts
receivable stated as percentage of gross scheduled rent.  These tenant
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accounts receivable percentages are significantly higher than HUD’s 6
percent standard for excessiveness.

Project Location Rent Receivable Percentage Ended
County Scheduled Accounts Receivable Year

Gross Tenant Accounts
Gross 

HCNP-172 Queens $675,990 $1,571,347  232.5%    3/31/96

UDC-58 Yonkers $1,530,276 $877,003 57.3    3/31/96

UDC-84 Brooklyn $2,451,942 $1,196,178 48.8   12/31/95

UDC-17 Bronx $2,667,432 $1,133,577 42.5   12/31/95

UDC-18 Bronx $13,210,372 $4,188,342 31.7   12/31/95

UDC-83 Brooklyn $1,199,893 $343,961 28.7   12/31/95

HCUR-107 Bronx $6,870,681 $1,938,450 28.2    3/31/96

UDC-31 Bronx $2,346,529 $613,752 26.2   12/31/95

UDC-237 Brooklyn $3,900,690 $1,002,394 25.7   12/31/95

UDC-141 Albany $918,384 $234,685 25.6   12/31/95

Our review of Housing Bureau records pertaining to required financial
statement analysis and Management Bureau records pertaining to required
field visits for the projects with the highest tenant accounts receivable
percentages shows the following:

Housing Bureau (using the ten projects with the highest accounts
receivable)

! Only three projects had analyses including comments that an
accounts receivable problem had been identified.

! None of the projects had analyses indicating follow-up actions
regarding tenant accounts receivable.

! At the time of our request, reviews had been prepared for just six
of the projects. 

Management Bureau  (using the five projects with the highest accounts
receivable)
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! No site visit report was prepared for one of the projects, UDC-18.

! The site visit reports of three of the four projects contained
statistics on tenants accounts receivable, but no statement that there
was a problem or recommendation for action to be taken. 

DHCR officials pointed out that the DHCR’s Budget and Rent
Determination (BRD) process is also relied on to review project vacancies
and revenue collections.  DHCR officials concurred with our findings that
housing representative activities is an area that needs attention and they
stated that steps are being taken to address this. They added, however,
that the absence of documentation does not mean that DHCR is unaware
of vacancy problems.  They stated that separate from the staff activities
of the staff accountants and housing representatives, DHCR management
frequently contact other agencies and consider a variety of actions to
address these problems regarding the projects.  They acknowledged that
the documentation of these efforts needs to be improved.

DHCR Response to Audit:  Officials responded that there are no specific
findings regarding inadequate steps taken by the sampled companies to
maximize rent collections and to minimize vacancy losses.  Therefore,
officials conclude that there are no deficiencies in this area.  In addition,
officials responded that there were no findings that DHCR was unaware
of the conditions we reported on or that actions taken in addressing these
problems were not reasonable and appropriate.  DHCR officials stated that
certain problems have existed for years and are covered by other DHCR
systems and reviews as well and, therefore, need not be reported visit
after visit.  With respect to documentation, DHCR officials also stated that
whether analyses are available when DHCR staff need them is what is
significant rather than if analyses are available when the auditors asked for
them.  Officials further stated that it is not appropriate for staff to make
recommendations for improvement over vacancy and accounts receivable
problems resulting from conditions over which they have no control over
such as downturns in local economies.

Auditor Comments:  As our report points out, the analysis of financial
statements in a timely manner to note unusual items and the documented
operational review of sites to generate recommendations for improvement,
are the requirements that must be met as part of adequate monitoring and
oversight in accordance with DHCR procedures.  We believe our report
amply shows deficiencies with respect to compliance with these
requirements of DHCR.  If required documentation is not available for
inspection upon audit, we question how it can be available in a timely
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manner when staff require it and whether DHCR is exercising the
oversight and monitoring that is suggested in its response to this audit. 

In our examination of the Jamaica Hospital Staff Housing project (the
project with the highest tenant accounts receivable percentage) we found
that the entire amount owed was due from Jamaica Hospital (Hospital)
rather than individual tenants.  This project was developed as non-profit
staff housing for the faculty, students, employees, nurses and other related
personnel of the Hospital pursuant to Article II of the New York State
Private Housing Finance Law.  When we spoke to DHCR and Hospital
officials and visited the project, we learned that the building was not being
used for Hospital staff housing.  Rather, the apartments are being used as
doctors’ offices and hospital-related business offices.

We did not find any provision in the Law that would allow using the
entire seven story building for other than housing purposes.  In addition,
while we reviewed a variety of correspondence requesting alternative
funding or a reconsideration of the building usage, we were not provided
with any documentation that DHCR approved converting the building from
residential apartments to offices.

Apparently, just as the construction of the building was being completed
in 1977, Hospital officials believed that it would not be economically
feasible to rent the apartments to employees.  It was believed that the
apartment rent that would have to be charged to fund the debt service
would be too high to attract a sufficient number of tenants. 

As a result, during 1977, the Hospital used separate funding to convert
floors 2, 3 and 4 to office use.  Sometime later floors 5, 6 and 7 were
also converted.  In 1984, 19 apartments were occupied by tenants and
only 10 tenants were in the building in 1991.  By 1997, no residents were
in any of the 102 apartments; all were occupied by Hospital doctors and
office personnel. 

DHCR officials stated that these decisions were made by the prior
administration over 10 years ago and that we should draw whatever
conclusions we considered to be appropriate.  They stated that DHCR
would not approve any such arrangements in the future.  In the absence
of documentation to the contrary, we conclude that the current use of the
premises does not appear to comply with Article II of the New York State
Private Housing Finance Law.  Unless DHCR can establish a documented
and legally valid basis for the use of the premises for nonresidential
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Recommendations

3. Ensure that Housing Bureau Financial analyses and Management
Bureau site visits are documented, timely and useful in addressing
vacancy losses and tenant accounts receivable for projects.

4. Determine whether there is a documented and legally valid basis
for using the Jamaica Hospital Staff Housing Project for
nonresidential purposes.  If not, take steps necessary to bring the
use of the premises into compliance with the Law.

(DHCR officials concurred with Recommendation 4.)

housing purposes, DHCR must take steps needed to bring the use of the
premises into compliance with the Law.
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